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X-ray-emission threshold-electron coincidence spectroscopy has been applied to N2, O2, and N2O. The main
features of the spectra can be interpreted as conventional core level threshold electron spectra, free from
postcollision interaction effects. The relative cross sections for adiabatic ionization of close-lying core hole
states and vibrational substates are presented. The results are compared to theoretical predictions and state-of-
the-art photoelectron spectra and are discussed in terms of direct threshold ionization and core vacancy
rearrangement processes.
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The excitation-energy dependence of core level ionization
cross sections has been investigated for several systemsssee,
e.g., f1,2gd. In the immediate threshold vicinity, ionization
dynamics is manifested in the postcollision interactionsPCId
between the slow photoelectron and the Auger electron emit-
ted in the core hole decay. The features in x-ray-
photoemission spectrasXPSd are energetically displaced and
broadened by the PCI effectf3g. This complicates the evalu-
ation of the data, especially in the adiabatic limit, which is
probed by threshold photoelectronsTPEd spectroscopyf4g.

To fully exploit TPE spectroscopy in the study of core
level threshold ionization cross sections the PCI effect must
be eliminated. Some years ago it was shown that this can be
done by measuring the electrons in coincidence with soft
x-ray photonsf5g. Here we have substantially improved this
x-ray-emission threshold-electron coincidencesXETECOd
technique. The energy resolution is now better than in state-
of-the-art photoelectron spectra, which we have recorded for
comparison, and the data quality allows for peak shape
analysis.

We present the XETECO spectra of N2, O2, and N2O. In
these molecules the relative intensities of close-lying core-
ionized states, as well as of clearly resolved vibrational ex-
citations, are presented. The relative intensities are discussed
in terms of XPS excited close to threshold and theoretical
predictions of direct threshold ionization cross sections. We
also consider coupling between the ionization continuum and
degenerate discrete autoionizing states, which frequently
plays an important role in low-energy TPE spectroscopyf6g.
At core thresholds, the autoionization channel involves a
core vacancy rearrangementsCVRd, competing with the core
hole decay. The three cases studied here represent three en-
tirely different CVR mechanisms: parity change in N2, spin

flip in O2, and interatomic core vacancy transfer in N2O.
The XETECO spectra were measured at the gas-phase

beamlinef7g at ELETTRA, using an electron analyzer based
on the penetration-field techniquef8g. The energy resolution
of this instrument was around 10 meV for the N2 and N2O
experiment and 30 meV for the O2 experiment, and hence
the total instrumental energy resolution was determined al-
most entirely by the monochromator. A photon detector was
positioned close to the interaction region to cover a large
solid angle sapproximately 10%d. The emitted soft x-ray
photons were measured in the direction of polarization of the
primary photon beam. For reference, conventional XPS mea-
surements were performed at beamline 27SU at SPring-8 us-
ing a high-resolution electron spectrometer SES-2002
sGammadata-Scientad f9g. Here, the XPS results are used for
reference only, and they will be discussed in detail else-
where.

The fluorescence yieldsFYd spectrasFigs. 1–3d are simi-
lar to soft x-ray absorptionsSXAd spectra, whereas the TPE
spectra are dominated by broad structures with the on-set
close to the core level ionization thresholds. The coinci-
dences between these two channels, constituting the XE-
TECO spectra, show sharp peaks with intensity maxima at
0.2–0.3 eV lower energy than the TPE spectra. The relative
energy calibration of these three spectra is ensured, because
they are recorded in the same energy scan, and the absolute
calibration is facilitated by aligning the Rydberg series seen
in FY and TPE spectra to SXA literature values. The figures
include photoelectron spectra excited well above threshold
for comparison.

The XETECO spectrum of N2 sFig. 1d shows two promi-
nent peaks at 409.82 and 409.93 eV, which we assign to
adiabatic transitions to the ungerade and gerade core-ionized
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states, respectively. The two states are seen also in XPS us-
ing curve fitting proceduresf2g. The absolute difference in
energy position between XETECO andsindependently cali-
bratedd XPS peaks is less than 40 meV, and an ungerade-
gerade energy split of 0.1 eV is found with both techniques.
In the XPS spectrum excited at 460 eV the ungerade/gerade
intensity ratio is 0.8. This deviation from the statistically
expected value of unity agrees with earlier experimental re-
sults as well as theoretical predictionssf2g and references
thereind. In XETECO the intensity ratio is 1.1, which is also
in line with the earlier results for the ionization cross sec-
tions. In addition, both XPS and XETECO spectra show a
structure around 410.2 eV, which is due to excitation of the
v=1 vibration. The fit result gives av=1/v=0 intensity
which is higher for the gerade state than for the ungerade in
XETECO, whereas the opposite is true in XPS, fully in line
with what is expected from an extrapolation of the measured
excitation-energy dependence in Ref.f2g.

The interpretation of the XETECO spectrum as a PCI-free
TPE spectrum is thus corroborated both by the agreement
with XPS and by the discrepancy with the noncoincident

TPE spectrum, which can be accounted for by the influence
of PCI on the latter.

The XETECO intensity may, however, be influenced by
variations in fluorescence probability. In a two-step approxi-
mation, the ratio between the intensities of the energetically
lower sungeraded, IL, and highersgeraded, IH, states is related
to the oscillator strength associated withdirect threshold ion-
ization cross sectionsfL and fH:

S IL

IH
D

Direct
=

fLvL

fHvH
, s1d

wherevL=GX,L /Gtot,L andvH=GX,H /Gtot,H are the probabili-
ties for the specific x-ray decay, associated with photons
emitted in the solid angle covered by the photon detector.
GX,L and GX,H are the corresponding x-ray decay rates, and
Gtot,L andGtot,H are the total core hole decay rates, dominated
by the Auger channel. High-energy excited x-ray emission
spectra suggest thatvL /vH is slightly smaller than unity
f10g. In addition, there is a symmetry-dependent angular an-
isotropyf10g, which makes the XETECO signal sensitive to
the symmetry of the continuum at threshold. Although these
effects should be included in a rigorous description, they are
not large enough to influence the discussion, and we do not

FIG. 1. The ungeradeslow-energyd and geradeshigh-energyd
nitrogen 1 s thresholds of the N2 molecule. The excitation energy
for XPS is 460 eV. At the low-energy side both TPE and FY spectra
show features corresponding to Rydberg excitations in the absorp-
tion spectrum. The shift between the main peaks in XETECO and
TPE spectra is a direct measure of the threshold PCI shift. The
estimated instrumental resolution is 40 meV and 70 meV for
XETECO and XPS, respectively.

FIG. 2. The quartetslow energyd and doubletshigh energyd 1 s
thresholds of the O2 molecule. The excitation energy for XPS is
590 eV. The estimated instrumental broadening is 80 meV, both for
XETECO and XPS. The fits are based on theoretical values for the
ungerade-gerade splitf12g, 50 meV and 7 meV, for the quartet and
doublet, respectively.
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attempt any quantitative correction of the present data.
The results obtained for O2 are shown in Fig. 2. The en-

ergy difference between ungerade and gerade core-ionized
states of the O2 molecule is too smallf11,12g to be resolved
in the present measurement. The 1s threshold is further split
due to the exchange interaction between the unpaired core
electron and the two electrons in the outermost orbital. The
most intense peak in both XETECO and XPS is due to tran-
sitions to the quartet coupled states. A curve fitsassuming
equal weight of ungerade and gerade componentsd has the
v=0 component of the ungerade quartet state at 543.19 eV
sXETECOd and 543.34 eVsXPSd. The quartet and doublet
states are found to be separated by 1.09 eV in the XETECO
spectrum, compared to 1.06 eV in XPS. We attribute these
small discrepancies to calibration errors.

There are two remarkable differences between the XPS
and XETECO spectra: First, vibrational excitations in the
quartet state are much more intense in XETECO than in
XPS. A fit gives av=1/v=0 intensity ratio of 0.52 in XE-
TECO, whereas this value is very small in XPS. Second, the
quartet/doublet total intensity ratio is around 6 in XETECO,
while the XPS intensity ratio is found to be around 2.2.

As there are no large differences in fluorescence probabil-
ity for the spin states in the oxygen ionf13,14g we interpret
the principal discrepancies between XETECO and XPS in-
tensities as due to differences in the ionization cross sections
at threshold.

Several factors may influence the threshold intensities,
e.g., the proximity to thes* resonances in O2, which may
preferentially enhance the cross section of the lower level. To
our knowledge, there are no data on the intensity ratio in
XPS excited close to threshold from which trends can be
extrapolated. We find a monotonousdecreaseof the intensity
ratio from 2.2 at 590 eV excitation energy to 1.5snot shownd
10 eV above threshold excitation.

In addition to direct threshold ionization, we consider
autoionization of neutral states associated with higher-lying
thresholds, which frequently influences the total ionization
cross section as well as the vibrational progressions in TPE
spectra of underlying statesf4,6g. For core levels such pro-
cesses compete with the core hole decay. In a simple multi-
step model an indirect CVR channel would modify the in-
tensity ratio:

IL

IH
<

S fL + fH
R GCVR

GCVR+ GA
DvL

fHvH

= S IL

IH
D

direct
S1 +

fH
R

fL

GCVR

GCVR+ GA
D , s2d

whereGCVRandGA are the CVR rate and the Auger core hole
decay ratesthe radiative rate is neglectedd, respectively, and
fH
R is the oscillator strength for resonant excitation of a neu-

tral state associated with the energetically higher threshold.
In this case, the considered CVR process is spin-flip autoion-
ization of neutral states with a doublet coupled core to quar-
tet core hole states. Requirements for a significant influence
of this process on the XETECO intensity are elucidated by
Eq. s2d: GCVR must be comparable toGA, and/or fH

R must be
comparable tofL.

As in low-energy TPE spectra, non-Franck-Condon popu-
lation of vibrational states gives access to parts of the core
level potential curve, which are not reached in conventional
XPS. The curve fitting procedure gives a quartet vibrational
spacing of 179 meV in the XETECO spectrum.

The N2O moleculesFig. 3d has two chemically shifted
core ionization thresholds associated with the terminal,NT
s408.43 eV in XETECO, 408.44 eV in XPSd, and the cen-
tral, NC fEsNTd+4.01 eV in XETECO,EsNTd+4.02 eV in
XPSg, nitrogen atoms. The principal differences between
XPS and XETECO spectra are analogous to the O2 case.
First, the vibrational progression in the low-energy peak is
significantly different: in XETECO, the relative intensity of
the v=0 transition is much larger than in high-energy XPS.
Second, theNT/NC intensity ratio is around 2.5 in XETECO,
compared to 1.1 in XPS. Also in this case,vL /vH<1 f15g,
and we interpret the differences as due to changes in the
threshold ionization cross section.

We obtained a theoretical value forfL / fH by extrapolating
calculated oscillator strengths for transitions to highly ex-
cited Rydberg states to the ionization energy. The Rydberg
states were described in the improved virtual orbitals ap-
proximation using Hartree-Fock wave functions for the core-
ionized states and a basis set that can represents, p, d, f, and
g Rydberg orbitals up to effective principal quantum num-

FIG. 3. The terminalslow-energyd and centralshigh-energyd ni-
trogen 1 s thresholds of the N2O molecule. The excitation energy
for XPS is 480 eV. The estimated instrumental resolution is
40 meV both for XETECO and XPS. The lowest panel shows the
oscillator strengths scaled by the energy density of the correspond-
ing Rydberg series.
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bersv of 10 f16g. These Rydberg-state representations and
the Hartree-Fock ground state gave rise to oscillator
strengthsf, which are plotted in the bottom part of Fig. 3
where they are multiplied by the energy densityv3. This
factor leads to a normalization per unit energy and thus ac-
counts for the infinite density of Rydberg states in a small
range near the ionization threshold, causing the finite XE-
TECO signal. This procedure leads to a smooth transition
towardssand beyondd the ionization thresholdf17g. In Fig. 3
the s-to-g Rydberg series ofs and p symmetries are con-
nected by straight lines and extrapolated asv→`. The
threshold ionization oscillator strengths are the sums of the
extrapolated values and lead to the theoretical value of
fL / fH<1.8. The large deviation from the statistical value of
unity is largely due to valence-Rydberg mixing.

Thus, albeit the theory predicts an enhancement of
sIL / IHddirect compared to the statistical ratio it is not in quan-
titative agreement with the measured intensity ratio. To ex-
plain the difference we consider the CVR process, which in
this case would be autoionization of resonantly excited neu-
tral NC-excited states to an ionizedNT core hole state. Such
nearest-neighbor-atom core hole transfer has only recently
been observed in isolated moleculesf18g, and it is well
known that the associated rate is small. In this specific case,
however, the outgoing electron has much less energy than in
the cases so far considered. Here the overlap between the
continuum wave function and the orbital from where the
electron comes cannot be neglected, as for core hole transfer
processes with fast outgoing electronsf19g. Therefore,GCVR
may be substantially larger than the rate for the core hole
transfer processes considered so farf20g. Since an
intermediate-state Rydberg orbital probably would not give
sufficient magnitude offH

R andGCVR, the CVR interpretation

also must rely on substantials* character of the neutral
NC-excited states in the vicinity of theNT thresholdf20g. In
the absorption spectrum some intensity can, indeed, be as-
signed toNC 1s-s* -type transitions at the threshold of termi-
nal nitrogen f21g. Therefore, we cannot exclude that this
CVR process influences the XETECO spectrum of N2O.

At the low-energy flank of the main peaks all XETECO
spectra show excess intensity compared to the model fit
sFigs. 1–3d. We attribute such structures to electrons emitted
subsequent to the radiative decay: valence hole states with a
highly excited Rydberg electron decay with the emission of a
slow electron. Such processes give rise to structures below
the ionization threshold and influence the line shape of the
main threshold peaks. Presently, this sets the limit for the
quantitative analysis of the XETECO spectrum. Theoretical
developments are called for to describe the XETECO results.
In a rigorous treatment the whole process should be regarded
as an inelastic photon scattering eventf22g, rather than
within the approximate multistep model we have used in this
paper. Complications arising due to vibronic coupling are
also beyond the simple discussions presented here.

In conclusion, XETECO spectroscopy has been devel-
oped to a level where new details regarding core level ion-
ization dynamics can be learned. The XETECO intensities in
small molecules with close-lying core levels have been dis-
cussed in terms of direct threshold ionization cross sections
and contributions from fast CVR autoionization processes.
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